The nonlinear response of a two-level system interacting with two pump beams of different 
I. INTRODUCTION
A very large number of physical phenomena in the resonant interaction of atomic-molecular systems with radiation fields can be studied by treating the atomic system as a two-level system and by examining its response to applied fields. ' ' A number of recent experimental works' require knowledge of the nonperturbative response functions, when both the applied fields are strong. These include a variety of nonlinear mixing ' ' experiments, where not only four-wave mixing but also higher-order mixing in saturating fields has been studied. Similarly, conventional pump-probe experiments have been repeated's with probes whose intensity could be large. Experiments on instabilities in lasers involving the switching from a single mode to, for example, two-mode operation also necessitate the exact solution in the presence of two strong fields. The purpose of this paper is to formulate the general theory and to use it to understand some of these experiments. We will also carry out detailed investigations on the effect of collisions since collisions are known to change the spectral line shapes in a manner which in many cases is very different from a simple broadening of the spectral line. The effects are particularly more dramatic in nonlinear spectroscopy; for example, collisions are responsible for the appearance of additional resonances' ' in four-wave mixing. Collisions also lead to spectral hole burning ' in homogeneous probe line shapes in the presence of a pump. The interesting cases invariably involve the interaction of two or more fields with the system. The previous studies have concentrated mostly on results obtained by using third-order perturbation theory. Obviously the effect of collisions on results obtained beyond perturbation theory will be quite interesting.
In a recent paper to be referred to as I, we studied the dynamical behavior of a two-level system interacting with two strong fields.
We showed how nonlinear susceptibilities to all orders in the fields can be obtained a,X"+b"X"+)+c"X", =rib"o, X"-=1it3("), (2. The steady-state solution of (2.1}has been shown to be which can also be written in the forms @=0 (2. 14) Thus X"'"'"' represents the contribution of order gt)'g2, whereas 8"" (A"" ) represents the contribution to all orders in g, (g2) but to order v (p) in g2 (g, ) . From (2.7) and (2.12 ) the response at co2+ n (c02 co) ) )s-
and where (2.6) 
n n Jn n n n n n+1 (2.16) ( "+gif")B"'"'+h"B"'" '+g, P"B"'", "+g,y"B"'", " The expression (5.6) leads to the well-known collisionally induced coherence' ' at Q=O. The saturation effects change the situation. Upon siinplification (5.5) leads to
The polynomial P2(z) is precisely the polynomial that determines, for example, the spectrum of the resonance fluorescence from a two-level system in strong fields.
Thus the four-wave-mixing signal (to order gi) will exhibit the usual characteristics associated with the ac Stark effect. Note that the saturation effects can restore the resonance at Q =0 even in the absence of collisions. One can make an estimate of the relative importance of the various resonances in (5.7). For example, for b, 2 --0, the resonance at Q=O has a peak height which is proportional to 4/~1/Ti T2+4g2~-1/4g2 for g2 && I /Ti T2, where as the height of the peak at Q=2g2 will be proportional to 1/4g2(1/T, +1/T2) . Thus at resonance h2 --0, the ratio of the heights of the side peak and the central peak will be g2/(1/Ti+1/T2), suggesting that the peaks at 0=+2g2 wi11 be much more prominent.
We next compute the response R (Zco2 -co, ) to lowest order in g2 but to all orders in gi. 8'"2= (C 2+gif 2) -'giP 28'"i .
Using (5.9), the response R' ' ' becomes (5.9) ( ce, 2)
The response R' ' ' has a more complex structure than R" ' Fig. 11 .
